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Customers
certainty of

booking a table

Implementing a booking systems gives:

Management
insight to make

data-backed
decisions 

Team opportunity
to prepare and

manage

Data collection and Intelligence and Reporting
Gain valuable insights into your business. Our system
offers intelligence and reporting tools, allowing you to
track customer trends, peak times, and other
essential metrics. Use this data to make informed
decisions for the business.

Key Features Real-Time Availability
Our system provides real-time updates on table
availability, allowing guests to see open slots instantly.

Easy Online Reservations
Place your booking service
prominently on your website
with our drop in widget to
capture maximum benefit.

Streamlined Front-of-
House Operations
Our table booking
system integrates with
POS systems and other
restaurant
management tools
(ours or others). This
integration allows your
front-of-house team to
manage tables and
guests, making guests
visits seamless. 

Customisation and
Personalisation
Collect customer
preferences and special
requests during booking,
enabling you to be ready
for them, and provide a
personalised service.
Whether it's a birthday
celebration or a specific
dietary need, you'll have
all the information
needed.

Automated Reminders
To minimize no-shows, our system sends automated
reminders via email or SMS. There is alos an option to
implement a deposit feature, to further reduce this.



CONTACT US TODAY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR
CUSTOMISABLE SOLUTIONS. 

Benefits

Convenience
and certainty

Reduced 
wait time

Assured
availability

Personalisation;
special requests -
gain insight pre

arrival

Flexibility and
modification

Automated
reminders

Group
planning

Enhanced
communication

Real-time
availability

Confirmation
Improved

experience

Plan visit

Operational efficiency
& enhanced capacity

management

Increased
customer base

Accurate data
and reporting

Staff planning
and schedule

Communication &
coordination

Reduced
human
error

Sales
capture -
waitlist

Marketing and
promotion

opportunities

System
integration

Revenue
opportunities

Financial
forcasting

Enhanced
brand image

Data-driven
operational &

marketing
plans

Manage key
features including

menu, party
promotions and

floor plan

Less stress
for staff

Improved
organisation
& planning

Minimise errors &
miscommunication

Streamline
check-in

Customer
flow

Efficient table
management

Sales
capture -
waitlist

Enhanced
customer

service

More
satisfied

customers

Reduced 
no-shows &

cancellations with
reminders and deposits

Increased tips
and revenue


